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INTRODUCTION 
 
This document records the comments made on the St Cleer Neighbourhood Development Plan verbatim and allocates a unique look-up reference number (URN) so that the response to 
each comment may be found in the main Response Report document.  
 
Please note that the identity of all those who commented, apart from those from organisations and developers/landowner, is considered to be confidential and will not be generally 
released by the Steering Group. If you wish to identify the Steering Group’s response to your own comment please contact the Parish Council. 
 
Note Responses are coded as follows: 
 
A – Statutory Organisations 
B – Local & Regional Organisations 
C – Community 
D – Developers 
E – Cornwall Council Officers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.
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Appendix A. 
Pre-submission consultation (Regulation 14) Consultee Comments and Reference Look-Up: Statutory Organisations 
The table sets out the statutory organisations that were consulted during the Pre-Submission consultation stage of the Neighbourhood Plan process, and their responses 
 

Statutory Organisation Comment Received URN 
Historic England Thank you for your Regulation 14 consultation on the pre-submission version of the St Cleer Neighbourhood Plan.  Our 

apologies for not responding before now. 
This is our first opportunity to be involved in the preparation of the revised Plan for the area for which we are most 
grateful.  Our focus of attention is where Plans propose to allocates sites for development and we note that the St Cleer Plan 
has two such allocations in Policies 17 and 22. 
It is important that such proposals demonstrate that they have taken account of the need to protect and enhance the historic 
environment in accordance with the provisions of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).  We could find no 
information within the Plan or in the supporting documents to indicate that such an exercise has been carried out and to 
demonstrate as evidence that the policies as drafted can be delivered without causing harm to heritage assets. 
We would therefore encourage your community to address this issue and recommend using our guidance on SEAs, Site 
Allocations, and Setting in doing so.  We would also take the opportunity to refer it to our updated guidance on 
Neighbourhood Planning. 
All of the above can be accessed using the following links: 
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/gpa3-setting-of-heritage-assets/ 
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/sustainability-appraisal-and-strategic-environmental-assessment-
advice-note-8/ 
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/historic-environment-and-site-allocations-in-local-plans/ 
https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/planning/improve-your-neighbourhood/ 
Otherwise, we are pleased to note the extent to which your community values its distinctive local historic environment and 
reflects this in the suite of policies for its protection and enhancement. 
Our congratulations on the progress made to date and our best wishes in the making of your Plan. 

A1[1] 
 
 
A1[2], A1[3] 

Natural England No Response  A2 
Environment Agency No Response  A3 
Network Rail No Response  A4 
Homes England No Response  A5 
Homes and Communities Agency No Response  A6 
Highways England No Response  A7 
MMO No Response  A8 
3 No Response  A9 
ee No Response  A10 
O2 and Vodafone (Mobile) No Response  A11 
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Statutory Organisation Comment Received URN 
OFCOM No Response  A12 
Royal Cornwall Hospital Trust No Response  A13 
Peninsula Community Health No Response  A14 
Healthwatch Cornwall No Response  A15 
Kernow Clinical Commissioning Group No Response  A16 
National Grid National Grid Electricity Transmission plc (NGET) owns and maintains the electricity transmission system in England and 

Wales and National Grid Electricity System Operator (NGESO) operates the electricity transmission network across the UK. 
The energy is then distributed to the eight electricity distribution network operators across England, Wales and Scotland.  
National Grid Gas plc (NGG) owns and operates the high-pressure gas transmission system across the UK. In the UK, gas 
leaves the transmission system and enters the UKs four distribution networks where pressure is reduced for public use.  
National Grid previously owned part of the gas distribution system known as “National Grid Gas Distribution Ltd (NGGDL)  
Since May 2018, NGGDL is now a separate entity called ‘Cadent Gas’  
To help ensure the continued safe operation of existing sites and equipment and to facilitate future infrastructure 
investment, National Grid wishes to be involved in the preparation, alteration and review of plans and strategies which may 
National Grids assets.  
Specific Comments  
An assessment has been carried out with respect to National Grids electricity and gas transmission.apparatus which includes 
high voltage electricity assets and high-pressure gas pipelines.  
National Grid has identified that it has no record of such apparatus within the Neighbourhood Plan area. 
Electricity Distribution  
The electricity distribution operator in Cornwall Council is Western Power Distribution. Information regarding the 
transmission and distribution network can be found at: www.energynetworks.org.uk  
Appendices - National Grid Assets  
Please find attached in: Appendix 1 provides a map of the National Grid network across the UK.  
Please remember to consult National Grid on any Neighbourhood Plan Documents or site-specific proposals that could affect 
our infrastructure. We would be grateful if you could add our details shown below to your consultation database. 

A17 

Western Power No Response to date A18 
Wales and West Utilities No Response to date A19 
EDF Energy No Response to date A20 
British Gas No Response to date A21 
Civil Aviation Authority No Response to date A22 
Forestry Commission No Response to date A23 
South West Water Thank you for providing details of the above the content of which is noted and in terms of the potential housing growth this is 

not considered to be a problem in terms of our be able to support such. 
A24 
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Appendix B. 
Pre-submission consultation (Regulation 14) Consultee Comments and Reference Look-Up: Local Organisations  
The table sets out the local organisations that were consulted during the Pre-Submission consultation stage of the Neighbourhood Plan process, and their responses. 
 

Local  Organisation Comment Received URN 
Bodmin Moor Commons Council Thank-you asking for comments on the St Cleer Neighbourhood Development Plan  from the Bodmin Moor Commons Council 

(BMCC). The Council was created by the Bodmin Moor Commons Council Establishment Order 2015 for the purpose of managing 
the commons on Bodmin Moor. This extends to principally managing agricultural activities on the Commons including amongst 
others, the establishing and maintaining boundaries on land forming part of the Commons or between the Commons and 
adjoining land and removing unlawful boundaries and other encroachments on the Commons. 
Therefore our remarks are limited to those limited activities that will affect common land in  St Cleer Parish. St Cleer parish 
contains the largely rural commons of Craddock Moor, Siblyback Moor, Fowey Valley, Caradon Hill, Fore Down and Bulland Downs 
along with smaller commons of a more urban nature including St Cleer Downs, Torplain, Tremar Coombe, and St Cleer Downs. 
Many of the smaller, more urban commons are no longer grazed and in places there is pressure to use the common as extensions 
of the houses adjacent to it. BMCC welcomes Policy 13 where the designation of local green spaces will add to the protection of 
the urban commons and resist actions that would  "harm the openness and special character".  
Under-grazing or the complete lack of grazing on these urban commons is an issue. It would be useful to make a statement in the 
plan about supporting any infrastructure such as water troughs and fencing which are  required to a bring about active grazing and 
facilitate management of these commons. 

B1 

Cornwall AONB Partnership 
 

No Response  B2 

Fire and Rescue Service  
 

No Response  B3 

Devon and Cornwall  
Police Cornwall  
 

Thank you on behalf of Devon and Cornwall Police for the opportunity to comment on the St Cleer NDP. 
I could see no specific reference to designing out crime, disorder or anti-social behaviour which i feel should be included within all 
such Neighbourhood Plans. Whilst these matters are covered within other national and council policies which you reference i still 
feel they should also be in your NDP. I would therefore suggest that the following statement or similar is included where 
appropriate within the NDP “All development proposals should where necessary consider the need to design out crime, disorder 
and anti-social behaviour to ensure ongoing community safety and cohesion”. This can apply to all forms of development not just 
housing. May also be just as relevant for new car parks, footpaths, play areas, commercial development etc. By designing out 
opportunities for crime and ASB will not only hopefully prevent or reduce these but very importantly also help reduce the fear of 
crime. 

B4 

Cornwall Buildings Preservation Trust No Response B5 
Community Energy Plus  No Response B6 
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local 
Enterprise Partnership  

No Response B7 

Cornwall Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry  

No Response B8 

National Trust No Response B9 
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Cornwall Housing  No Response B10 
Westcountry Housing Association  No Response B11 
Coastline Housing  No Response B12 
Devon and Cornwall Housing 
Association  

No Response B13 

National Farmers Union in the SW No Response B14 
Cornwall Wildlife Trust No Response B15 
Duchy of Cornwall No Response B16 
Devon & Cornwall Rail Partnership 
team 

No Response B17 

FGW No Response B18 
First Devon and Cornwall (First 
Group PLC Buses)  

No Response B19 

Plymouth Citybus No Response B20 
University Hospitals, Trust No Response B21 
St Cleer  and Darite School Academy No Response B22 
Bridge Schools Trust No Response B23 
Cleerway Church No Response B24 
Liskeard and District U3A No Response B25 
Allotment association No Response B26 
Open Doors Project No Response B27 
Parish Projects Group No Response B28 
Royal British Leghion No Response B29 
St Cleer Football Club  No Response B30 
St Cleer Gardening Club No Response B 31 
St Cleer Memorial Hall No Response B32 
ST Cleer General Cemetary No Response B33 
St Cleer Parish Carnival Organising & 
Fundraising Committee 

No Response B34 

St Cleer Pre School  No Response B35 
St Cleer Youth FC No Response B36 
Commoners Association St Cleer and 
District 

No Response B37 

Liskeard Town Council No Response B38 
St Ive PC No Response B39 
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Menheniot PC No Response B40 
Linkinhorne PC No Response B41 
North Hill PC No Response B42 
Altarnun PC No Response B43 
St Neot PC No Response B44 
Dobwalls and Trewidland PC No Response B45 
Cllr Martin Eddy CC No Response B46 
SECTA No Response B47 
Commonmoor Village Group No Response B48 
Darite Village Hall No Response B49 
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Appendix C 
Pre-submission consultation (Regulation 14) Consultee Comments and Reference Look-Up: Individuals 
 
The table below sets out the individual comments receive from members of the community during the Pre-Submission consultation.  
 

Comment Received & Modifications Suggested 
 

URN 

Upon reading leaflet, I fully support the plan C1 

POLICY 22 (Horizon Farm): Support Horizon Farm proposal - Create more housing, employment Retail outlets C2 

POLICY 22 (Horizon Farm): Oppose - Biggest concern is access and traffic. The narrow lane leading to/from Horizon farm is not at all suitable for any additional 
traffic.It is too dangerous to consider additional developments especially workshops/offices and or housing where traffic needs would substantially increase the 
dangers to all. The blind and narrow corners pose a significant risk. Unless a new or significantly safer route can be arranged no additional development should be 
considered.  New access route should be found or cancel all expansion plans 

C3 

Support – good plan. C4 

POLICIES 16 to 1, 22 (Housing): Oppose. It's all very well building more housing but no one has mentioned roads and the extra traffic, where are the new doctor's, 
dentists, emergency services, schools going to come from? In fact the whole infrastructure that goes with a sudden influx of more people moving to an area that is 
stretched as it is. 

C5 

POLICY 17 (Horizon Farm): Support with modification: 1. Applaud the efforts of the team so far with thanks for the huge amount of work. 2. But - the detail in the 
evidence base and in particular the Summary of Evidence Base does not seem to be reflected in the plan, particularly with respect to the aged. Quote 'The St Cleer 
NDP should support for the provision of services, facilities and amenities to meet the needs of an ageing population, whilst …..' . Comment from RBL members 
(predominantly aged) is that the sole 'aged' provision seen in the plan of a 50 unit extra care development at Horizon Farm does not carry forward the main point 
from the evidence base. 3. In particular the response to a 50 unit build at HF for the aged provoked lots of unfavourable comment: -- not in the community - not 
popular - to far from St Cleer amenities - a ghetto for oldies - any evidence of success of this type of development elsewhere? - if built by a developer it will be too 
expensive for St Cleer users. 4. Also in the evidence base from the Select Committee report (page 16 area) - leads to the conclusion:- 'It notes that an adequate 
supply of suitably located, well designed, supported housing for older people, could result in an increase onto the market of currently under occupied family 
housing, expanding the supply available for younger generations. It recommends making specific mention of older people's needs when drawing up Local Plans. ' 
Taking this together with the demand statistics for St Cleer (older people want 1 bed accommodation) suggests the NDP needs to pay more attention to the area. 
The RBL is aware of national ideas promoted by Saga to encourage 'downsizing' but question if anything should or could be done locally. 
Policy 18 and others could encourage downsizing. Perhaps downsizing could be added to affordable and rural exception for special consideration at the edge of 
development boundaries but limited to small numbers and limited to local use in some way. 

C6[1], C6[2] 

POLICY22 (Horizon Farm): Support with modification: HORIZON FARM I SUPPORT THE POINT OF USING THIS AREA for extra housing i.e. older people although any 
development should include improvements to road structure. Additional retail facilities would also be beneficial for residents and to support extra employment for 
local people. Housing again the horizon site seems to be the most suitable as long as roads are improved this would also keep extra traffic out of the village 
POLICY  26 (Transport): Support. Further speed restrictions should be sought re-the speed of vehicles along for Street Welsby Terrace as current limits are definitely 
not beings observed putting pedestrians at risk. 

C7[1] 
 
 
C7[2] 
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POLICY 17 (r/o The Stag) Oppose: PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL HEDGES ARE RETAINED IN HARMONY WITH THE COVERALL ETHOS OF THE PLANNING FOR THE AREA 
COVERED PLEASE ENSURE ENOUGH PARKING WITHIN THE DEVELOPMENT TO ENSURE NO ON ROAD PARKING ON GWELMENETH PARK WITH THE SAFETY RISKS ETC 
VERY CONCERNED ABOUT INCREASE IN TRAFFIC CONGESTION AND PEDESTRAIAN SAFETY ON THE UPPER PART TREAMAR LANE 

C8 

POLICY 22 and 26 (Transport): Have Comments 
Whilst I am aware of the need for housing, this need has to be balanced against the needs of the existing residents of the village and facilities available. The roads 
are already far too busy and Fore Street is a nightmare especially during the school runs at the end of the school day. The road through Tremar to the main St Cleer 
road is not an easy drive and more traffic from the development at Horizon farm would make it dangerous. When planning decisions are made does anyone think 
about access to the doctors hospitals schools water and sewerage services? Parking is already an issue and indiscriminate. Well Lane can be a nightmare with cars 
parked badly. 

C9[1] 
 
 
C9[2] 

POLICY 23 (Renewable Energy): Oppose.  I oppose all types of turbines and arrays began small due to their visual impact on the landscape See above. I oppose all 
types of turbines and arrays big and small due to their visual impact on the landscape, 

C10 

POLICY 2 (Horizon Farm): The ongoing saga of building in every town and village within our country. Obviously, there are some building requirements in St Cleer. 
Unfortunately, I don't believe what is said by government all local councils nor do I trust their word on any matter. Yes I'm sure local housing and affordable housing 
for young families is a must. But not for mass immigration of people from other counties and countries. I am in favour of building on any Brownfield site so if Horizon 
farm is to be developed that would be better than concreting remorselessly over Greenfields as in Liskeard at present. At the end of the day money and business are 
the motives behind a lot of these plans and in general there is no real foresight to the mess this country will be in 20 years or so So I'm sure we will do our utmost to 
ruin what little character is left in our once beautiful countryside in the name of progress 

C11 

POLICY 2 (Rural Gaps): Support. It is important to preserve the rural gaps. To maintain the character of the individual settlements and preserve wild life corridors C12 

NO RESPONSE GIVEN C13 

NO RESPONSE GIVEN C14 

NO RESPONSE GIVEN C15 

Support C16 

Support C17 

NO RESPONSE GIVEN C18 

POLICY 22 (Horizon Farm): Support. his would satisfy all our housing needs without adding further traffic problems to Well Lane and Fore St 
POLICY 17 (Hendra Close): Oppose. The site shown as a possible extension to the Hendra Close development is no longer required to fulfil our requirement for new 
housing and is not welcomed by the people of Darite which has seen proportionately more development in the last 20 years than any other area of the parish 
POLICY 13 (Local Green Spaces): Have Comments. The maintenance of the Commons is vital to the appearance of the parish. Measures should be encouraged which 
will restore the grazing by stock of the commons in proximity to the villages and help to clear them of the overgrowth. There is an issue in my mind with regard to 
the safety of people and property if any of these areas should catch fire 

C19 
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NO RESPONSE GIVEN C20 

POLICY 22 (Horizon Farm): Support with modification. The "Horizon Farm" site is, as its name implies, on the horizon, and new building works could impact on views 
not only from the south west but also from the village of St Cleer and in particular from Trecarne and the lower end of Well Lane. Therefore the use of non-relective 
materials etc. should apply to all buildings on that site. 1. d. iv - The wording "on the elevation facing south west towards Liskeard" should be removed. 

C21 

PAGE 15, Infrastructure and community facilities:  Oppose statement that ‘Support for a grocers or farm shop in St Cleer Parish could reduce the need to travel to 
Liskeard or elsewhere outside the Parish for main and ‘top up’ food shopping, and provide a source of basic employment, community focus, and informal meeting." 
St Cleer Parish already has a farm shop, which is the Horizon farm shop. This provides myself and my partner with a perfectly adequate place for "top-up" food 
shopping, it also provides a source of employment, and as it is now expanding to cover a cafe, it will soon also provide a community focus and informal meeting 
point. I don't feel the parish needs another farm shop, as the Horizon farm shop covers all of the needs of myself and my partner. 
POLICY 22 (Horizon Farm): Oppose: I oppose the intention to develop and regenerate the former Horizon farm egg production and packing plant site, in terms of 
creating employment use and retail use. I do not agree that St Cleer parish residents have the need for any further facilities for "top-up" shopping, as I feel that 
those provided by the current Horizon farm shop are perfectly sufficient. In addition, the current Horizon farm shop is soon opening a cafe area, and I feel this will 
provide all that local residents need, in terms of local community services and informal meeting spaces. I am also opposed to the intention to provide employment 
opportunities on the former Horizon farm egg production and packing plant site, as I feel that myself and my partner were attracted to Tremar Coombe as a place to 
live BECAUSE of its lack of facilities, services and employment! We are perfectly happy to travel into Liskeard for retail outlets, restaurants and employment 
opportunities, and we enjoy living in a remote, rural location which is quiet and unspoilt. I don't feel there is a need to provide employment opportunities in the 
villages themselves, when Liskeard is only 3 miles away. Although I agree that there are transport issues, I make this trip twice daily by bicycle for work, I get the bus 
when the weather makes cycling unsafe, and my partner uses our shared car to travel to work at Golitha Falls. Develop the former Horizon farm egg production and 
packing plant site into an extra care facility only, but do not include plans for employment and retail. 

C22[1] 
 
 
 
 
C22[2] 
 
C22[3] 

NO RESPONSE GIVEN C23 

POLICY 22 (Horizon Farm): Oppose 
The policy looks to deliver the bulk of housing outside of any established settlement in the Parish. People want to live in established areas or adjacent to where 
there are existing schools, shops, bus stops. Foopaths. Communities. The proposal to deliver 60 houses in the middle of no where with none of the above is not 
sound. The proposal to create a rural settlement at the Horizon farm site is totally unsustainable and commercially unviable. The remediation of the site alone would 
prohibit any sustainable development. I work for a housing developer and produce viabilities and review opportunities for redevelopment and based on my 
extensive knowledge it would not work. I appreciate that it would improve the landscape greatly with the buildings removed but the cost of demolition. Dealing with 
made ground and contamination would render site for housing unviable. Secondly the site does not adhere to national or local planning policy framework. So, it will 
never get a planning consent. The idea of providing a 50-bed care home is also aspirational. I am dealing with several sites in Rural Cornwall at present and there are 
no operators looking to take the sites forward. To the average uninformed person, the ideas are attractive but in reality they will never materialise. Better to have a 
sound solution of what to do with Horizon farm. Housing is not the answer. What about storage or distribution, no near neighbours and access was satisfactory for 
the purpose. Look for other housing sites that can offer community benefits and S106 contributions. 

C24 

9.2 Heritage & Landscape, 9.4 Green Infrastructure & Biodiversity: Support. I am fortunate to live in the heart of the Coombe and appreciate the landscape. I support 
the suggestions in Sections 9.2 and 9.4, to encourage repair and maintenance of Heritage Assets at Risk. The footpath from Tremar Coombe to Trivethy Quoite is at 
risk and needs protection to prevent further erosion. 
9.9 Transport & Communications: Support. Excessive traffic speeds through the villages. I support speed reducing layouts and improvements to traffic signs in 
Tremar Coombe. The excellent signs in Upper Tremar suggest restrictions end at Five Springs and the hill is very tempting! Scheme similar to volunteer maintenance 
working parties run by the NT. Speed reducing layouts 

C25[1] 
 
C25[2] 
 
C25[3] 
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Support C26 

POLICY 17 and 22 (Horizon Farm): Support: Much improved plan on previous one, support Horizon Farm development 
POLICY 2 (Rural Gaps) Support: ensure rural gaps are protected at all costs. 

C27[1], c27[2] 
C27[3] 

• Support: I have read the plan and agree largely with the draft. Thank you for all your hard work. I do realise building does need to take place but this can be achieved 
with out extending the village settlement boundary. The old railway line must be preserved and any building within the Penhale chicken farm site would impact on 
this. Also this field is outside of the settlement boundary and would close the rural gap between St Cleer and Tremar. The ground is also extremely wet within this 
field. The proposed building on the field behind Penhale close should never be agreed as this would kill the village. There is also the impact to the wildlife, flood 
plane and the unsustainable element these houses would bring to the village as a whole. The village is at full capacity and any large development would impact on 
the safety to the villagers. Any planning given consent must be in keeping with the village. The development at The Glebe is an eye sore and is already in need of 
repair and decorating. This finish should never have been allowed. It is cheap for the developers and an eyesore to the community. 
 

C28 

POLICY 1 (Settlement Development Boundaries): Oppose. Settlement Development Boundaries are not needed. National polices and those within the Cornwall Local 
Plan are adequate to control growth and conserve the character and special places within the plan area. Far better to have a handful of new homes spread about 
the area on settlement edges than allocation on an unsustainably located site, which is not pdl, at Horizon Farm, for part residential development (70 houses is a 
massive development). Totally omit the proposed Settlement Development Boundaries from the N 
POLICY 22 (Horizon Farm): Oppose. The said site's use was formerly agricultural with ancillary functions to support the agricultural use. Such agricultural 
use/buildings does not fit within the definitions of previously developed land (pdl) within both the Cornwall Local Plan nor within Annex 2 of National Planning Policy 
Framework. Paragraph 9.7.1 starts in my opinion with the clear intention of 'frightening' people to support development of this unsustainably located site. "Buildings 
in an agricultural format" is missleading; it should clearly say the use of the site was primarily agricultural with support facilities and which does not fit clear 
definitions of 'brownfield' or 'pdl'. The first bullet point within 9.7.1 is also wrong in my opinion as there are far better sites around the numerous settlements in the 
plan area that would be far more sustainable and where small groups of 2-5 dwellings could be located(avoiding the rural gaps) which would not cause harm to the 
character or amenities of residents or the rural area. I object to the inclusion of Policy 22 in the NDP. The site is away from any of the existing settlements in the plan 
area. It is not pdl and should not in part be allocated for housing. 

C29[1] 
 
 
 
C29[2] 
 

• Support: Firstly I would like to thank all of those that have given their time and effort and hard work to complete the draft. I have read the draft plan and on a whole 
agree with the content. I Understand that building within the parish needs to take place but should be in small development/in fill. St Cleer is already at full capacity 
and a large increase in numbers would be at the detriment of the existing residents due to the lack of facilities, infrastructure etc... Any development must be in 
keeping with the village. The old railway line that passes through St Cleer should be preserved as this is a heritage site. The ground where it is situated is flooded 
almost all year round and would not be suitable for developing and would impact on the railway line. 
 

C30[1] 
C30[2] C30[3] 
C30[4] 

• Policy 16. Do not want to over expand in the area. Enough agricultural dwellings in the location. 
• Policy 26. Need more park areas 

Policy 17: I understand we need housing but affordable for residents only of the village not Plymouth areas Limited building. Housing for locals only  
 

C31[1] 
C31[2] 
C31[3] 

• Firstly, allow me to apologise as I am responding to the information contained in the summary leaflet kindly distributed around the village rather than the more 
detailed information available online. Hopefully, having only had a cursory read of the sections relevant to my comments, I will not be replicating decisions or 
suggestions that have already been submitted (although, if so, perhaps that means there might be popular approval for some of these ideas!). Horizon Farm 
Sustainable Rural Settlement In addition to being in a lovely setting, St Cleer also retains the ‘low key’ village community feel that too few areas appear to possess: 
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this is something that definitely needs to be retained and reflected in the way in which the former egg farm area is utilised. Having a flexible space within this that 
the community can use is, I think, of paramount importance.  
The proposals outlined in the booklet are positive though I would suggest a couple of additions. - A multi-purpose space that can be used to house a number of 
different functions: a teaching area or meeting room, a creative space for learning new skills community gym or fitness room, a cafe or space for local people to sell 
the produce created in a community garden or kitchen. In time, one would hope to see members of the local area offering their time and expertise to transmit their 
skills and knowledge to others via the interactions that this space would afford. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKtHJP7Qfio) - A ‘local businesses first’ policy 
with regard to the take up of any industrial style units that might make their way into this settlement, thereby perhaps enabling people in these businesses to 
provide opportunities to those living in the locality. (https://www.uk.coop/the-hive/) - A play space that exists within a ‘re-wilded’ rural setting (minus the wolves: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rZzHkpyPkc) - engendering a love of the outdoors in children is going to be crucial given the urgent need to address climate 
crisis. - (Linked to Green Infrastructure and Biodiversity) Have a bee-keeping area and a lot more capacity for pedestrians / cyclists to move around the village 
without the need to share roads with cars and heavier vehicles! If the Plan could avoid encouraging the kind of characterless dwellings that seem to be springing up 
everywhere that would be fantastic; an emphasis on low-carbon and energy efficient homes is obviously important but turning the area in to yet another collection 
of identikit housing units that look like they’ve come out of a giant machine would be great. Given the involvement of AECOM and the massive amount of corporate 
interests they represent (and the somewhat dubious track record they have had in places as diverse as post-war Iraq and Australia), I hope that the Parish Council 
will make good on the words in the front of the leaflet to ‘conserve and enhance… the ‘special sense of place’’ St Cleer and the surrounding area already possesses. 

 
 
C32[1] 
 
 
C32[2] 
 
C32[3] 
 
C32[4] 
C32[5] 
C32[6] 

NO RESPONSE GIVEN C33 

POLICY 26 (Transport): Support with modification: Bendy roads are mentioned yet there is no mention of dealing with one particular one. The horizon ‘farm’ 
development will massively increase traffic along the road from Liskeard. This is frequently the site of minor crashes - fortunately rarely serious so not included in 
any statistics. There will be many more of these unless there some form of straightening or increased visibility included. I know there is some suggestion that when it 
was a chicken factory there was more traffic - true but in a car you could see approaching lorries and in a lorry the driver could see approaching cars. There is also a 
need for footpaths to what is currently a farm shop -it is too dangerous to walk to the shop. 
POLICY 9 (Dark Skies) Support with modifications: Light pollution from the proposed horizon development could be massive. I would suggest little or no street 
lighting - we are a rural community - but if it is deemed vital, downward facing and timed to go off might retain the dark sky 
I would suggest limiting the number to a sprinkling with green spaces and amenity space. 
POLICY 22 (Horizon Farm): Oppose: Just too many houses at horizon - ok it might appear a bit NIMBY but it will end up as another housing estate which is hardly in 
line with the rural nature of the parish 
PIOLICY 11 Recently attended an event in Liskeard parish church. The new layout with pews removed and underfloor heating makes the church a significant new 
amenity 

C34[1] 
 
 
 
 
C34[2] 
 
 
C34[3] 
 
C34[4] 

• POLICIES 3 TO 7, Heritage and Landscape: Support 
POLICY 26 (Transport): Support with modification: Severe parking and inconsiderate parking in the area of the school at drop off and pick up times. 
Provision of restricted parking for school mum's dad's to reduce congestion and encourage walking and car sharing. 

C35[1], C35[2] 
C35[3], C35[4] 
C35[5], C35[6] 

• POLICY 22 (Horizon Farm): Support: I support the plan because it proposes to build on an area already developed but not used and an eyesore on the landscape. It 
would provide further development to an area already providing some facilities for the area i.e. a shop. The provision of a supportive living facility ensures the needs 
of older and people requiring additional support from the area are met without them having to move too far. It will reduce loneliness for some elderly residents. 
Adding workshops encourages employment locally. The plan maintains the individual village and hamlets.  
Points of importance I cannot see in the plan. Ensuring a fit for purpose bus service is vital to our local community and a more regular service is needed to support 
the younger, older and others unable to afford a car in the community and reduce emissions. Energy saving and use of renewable energy is vital for the 
environment. All the new homes and buildings need to prove they are as energy efficient as possible. The developer needs to show how they will ensure this. To 
prevent flooding/water run off surfaces need to be permeable therefore driveways and hardstanding areas need to be made permeable or non-permeable kept to a 
minimum. 

C36[1] 
 
 
C36[2] 
 
 
C36[3] 
 
C36[4] 
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NO RESPONSE GIVEN C37 
• OVERALL: I just wanted to say how grateful we are for all your hard work, it's an incredible document and I wholly support it. We just need to keep the planet at the 

forefront of our thinking. 
POLICY 1 (Settlement Development Boundaries): Support:  
POLICY 2 (Rural Gaps): Support 

• POLICIES 3 TO 7, (Heritage and Landscape): Support 
POLICIES 13 TO 15 (Green Infrastructure and Biodiversity): Support 
POLICIES 16 TO 18: (Housing): Support 
POLICIES 19 to 21 (Economic Development and Employment) Support 

• POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Support - Could screening on the lower side [of Horizon Farm] through planting native deciduous trees that will grow to a good size over 
time be possible, eg beech trees, something to mitigate the effect of viewing more houses once you leave Liskeard? I would like this to be a model eco-friendly 
hamlet, wouldn't that be great. 
POLICIES 23 to 25 (Sustainable Design and Renewable Energy): Support. 

• POLICY 27 (footpaths, Bridleways and Quiet Lanes): Support: Keeping these open and accessible is a priority, should we try to improve the surface of bridleway to 
Liskeard to allow people to safely ride on a bike to town? Should we try to improve the surface of bridleway to Liskeard to allow people to safely ride on a bike to 
town? Could we keep the bridleway between St Cleer and Liskeard, across St Cleer Downs, more open and perhaps improve its to encourage bicycles? 

C38[1] TO C38[27] 

NO RESPONSE GIVEN C42 

POLICY 23 (Renewable energy): Support: I support the intent provide sustainable energy systems): I don't think it goes far enough. Climate breakdown is a severe 
global threat and it seems inappropriate to deny the possibility of providing energy generation in the post industrial mining landscape that forms a significant part of 
the local area for the short-term notion of "natural beauty". I suggest that the policy should allow for all sustainable energy projects to be considered in terms of 
their energy value and reduce the importance of visual impact as a reason to deny support. Reword to make it clear that all sustainable energy projects can be 
considered in terms of their energy contribution to mitigate the climate emergency that has been declared. 
 

C43 

POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Support with modification: Due to poor access to Horizon farm will new access be built? Will any development become outside St Cleer 
village?  
POLICIES 19 to 21 (Economic Development and Employment): Support with modification: Will any works units have reasonable rents for start-ups?  
POLICIES 16 TO 18: (Housing): Support with modification: With the Stag and Hendra Close and Horizon coming to 130-140 plus homes plus odd infills will that be all 
or will build big building firms push in with additional houses?  
POLICY 26 (Transport): Existing road structure is at maximum capacity any further development needs dare II say it new roads 
Possibly small shop in possibly church car park Portacabin type to possibly open say half days i.e. 18 morning to 1 o'clock afternoon i.e. 8 in morning to 1 o'clock 
afternoon, run by volunteers? If you can find them that is run by volunteers? If you can find them that is. Also community minibus many people do not go out except 
for lunch clubs coffee mornings. 20 mile hour speed limit within all villages Dark skies! try living into Trenouth close. No further development to be allowed other 
than in NDP 

C44[1] 
 
C44[2].[3] [4] 
C44[5], [6], [7] 
 
C44[8] 
 
C44[9] 
C44[10], C44[11] 

• POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Oppose: Whilst fully appreciating the need for affordable housing locally, an estate of 140 extra residences at Horizon farm, that is a 
possible 280 at least more forms of transport to drive around our narrow lanes, seems quite a dangerous ploy. The centre of the village has no leeway for widening 
roads and to do so sympathetically would be impossible and at the same time destroy the character and Centre of St Cleer's village life. I strongly feel that the 
disadvantages outweigh the advantages of this plan at the present time. 
 

C45 
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• POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Oppose: I am opposed to the suggestions put forward for Horizon farm. They are contrary to the vision for ‘slow and limited growth’ 
[page 2 – strategy], which a 100+ development of homes and businesses is not. It would create a new village the size of Darite with all the associated noise pollution 
and traffic which would be much worse than the previous site uses produced and ‘would harm the tranquillity and character of the area’ contrary to the plan 
[Horizon farm issues page 4]. Furthermore there is absolutely no consideration given to the extra traffic which will ensue (perhaps an extra 200 cars) travelling on 
our ‘bendy narrow congested roads’ [transport issues page 7] The road from Tremar to Liskeard past Horizon farm is a steep and narrow hill with several unsighted 
places. There are already problems with lorries and buses, particularly when people cannot reverse their vehicles and pedestrians are trying to access the farm shop. 
There is no way that the road could cope with the extra traffic without chaos ensuing. 
POLICIES 16 TO 18: (Housing): Oppose: I also feel very strongly that St Cleer parish should lay down minimum expected levels for affordable housing. The 
government levels are somewhat vague but one area of development that everyone agrees with is affordable housing for our youngsters and low-paid workers. The 
plan should give a minimum preferred percentage of affordable homes within new developments so that we can encourage and help local youngsters to stay in their 
local area. At the moment they are being forced to move away [housing issues page 7] so the plan should ensure that their needs are considered first and foremost. 
Condition and state of local roads should be addressed Percentage levels for affordable housing stated 

C46[1] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C46[2], C46[3], 
C46[4] 

POLICY 1 (Settlement Development Boundaries): Support:  
POLICY 2 (Rural Gaps): Support 

• POLICY 11: (Community Facilities): Support with modification: Is there a need for a mobile (or even permanent health centre, based in St Cleer? For the growing 
ageing population in the area based in St Cleer? On the Stag Site? 
POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Have comments: Concerns over access including parking for residents and emergency vehicles to sites such as Horizon Farm 
development. Housing - Increase in traffic within area. Ensuring local schools have places for young children. 

C47[1],  
C47[2], 
C47[3] 
 
C47[4] 

POLICIES 16 TO 18: (Housing): Oppose: It is all very well keep building rubbish housing. What about the shop and somewhere for the children to play. Our roads, our 
lanes are chock-a-block with cars. This is a village not small town 

C48[1], C48[2], 
C48[3] 

• OVERALL: Support: I feel that the proposed plan has recognised the requirements of the residents of the parish and has the capacity to any minor adjustments 
without altering the overall benefit which would be created 
POLICY 26 (Transport): my opinion is that particular attention should be paid to traffic calming measures and speed restrictions being enforced with legal actions 
taken when necessary 

C49[1] 
 
C49[2] 

• POLICY 9: (Dark Skies): Support: Light pollution - we do enjoy the dark skies living here in Lower Tremar - wish it to continue [no street lamps and seeing shining 
stars] 

• POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Support: Horizon farm alternative use as sustainable settlement re-houses workshops offices retail provision playspace and green 
infrastructure 
POLICY 26 (Transport): Support: concerned that the roads and narrow lanes out of horizon would need to be upgraded to accommodate the extra traffic. 

C50[1] 
 
C50[2] 
 
C50[3] 

POLICY 11: Community Facilities): Support with modification. the school is not big enough there is not enough police to look after these areas retail facilities will not 
stop people going to LIskeard shopping as they are usually more expensive in a village shop we need a post office we had one before it could be put back in the farm 
shop at Horizon farm we need a better bus service. include a new school a path and cycle way up to the village and a footpath and subtle way to Liskeard 

• POLICY 12 (Young Peoples Facilities: Support). 
POLICY 17 (Housing – The Stag): Oppose: I oppose the land behind the stag pub being built on unless you have an entrance to the land from the main road we do not 
want big lorries going through Gwelmeneth Park - the gate from Gwelmeneth was put there illegally, the person who owns the field was told to put the banks back 
as it was but nothing was done. The houses you want to build will not be for the local people as they will not be able to afford the rents or to buy them. Behind the 
stag pub make that land playspace for younger children it can be locked at night they can get to it tthrough Tom Nichols as there is a footpath between the houses 
POLICY 18 (Rural Exception Housing Sites): Oppose: You keep on about affordable housing but nobody can afford the rents why not build council homes. 
 

C51[1] 
 
 
C51[2] 
 
C51[3] 
 
 
C51[4] 
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POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Support: A comprehensive and forward thinking plan for the old egg farm bringing affordable housing as well as necessary facilities and 
services to the village and extra care housing and employment workshops. However I think it could also include a new school with suitable parking and a path up to 
the village via Puckator Lane. 

C52 

POLICY 13 (Local Green Spaces): Support with modifications: The list is long but some especially St Cleer Down and Tremarcoombe Common are very overgrown, 
limiting their use for recreation. Reintroduce grazing of St Cleer Downs and Tremar Coombe Common 

• POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Support with modifications: The general development of Horizon Farm is excellent but it would seem to be isolated from the village of st 
cleer and also tremar other than by car as the lanes are unsafe for walking having no pedestrian path. 
POLICY 26 (Transport) : Support with modifications: In the plan include a footpath cycleway between Horizon farm and St Cleer probable routes including the 
existing track beside horizon farm and it crossing St Cleer downs develop a footpath cycleway from St Cleer to Liskeard beside the existing main road route using the 
existing wide verge where possible and inside field hedges where not. 

C53[1] 
 
C53[2] 
 
C53[3] 

POLICY 8 (Design in New Development) and Design Guide: Support with modifications: : the words 'any new building should be styled on a farm/cottage style to 
include uses of dormers/local stone where appropriate' 
POLICY 26 (Transport): Support with modifications. A footpath network should be developed, and a maintenance programme introduced for existing paths; 40mph 
speed limit should be introduced in open moorland areas ; a minibus service should be introduced run by volunteers to compliment the bus service it should be 
called village link; Off street parking should be introduced in all villages to reduce on street parking which block emergency vehicles 

C54[1 
 
C54[2] 

POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Support with modification: Support distinct coherent development on-site multifunctional housing employment services that is 
sympathetic to local design vernacular not therefore an amorphous housing estate as per those emerging in the Liskeard. Very important to improve local road 
network in vicinity as a priority and to increase local school places possibly with greenfield newbuild of primary school for pupils from St Cleer, Darite etc 
 

C55 

• OVERALL: Support: I totally support the NDP with a slight unease about any social housing being seen as 'out of the way' of the village itself. 
 

C56 

• POLICY 11 - small shop needed, use the Stag as a pub again and restaurant. 
• POLICY 17 (Housing – The Stag): Oppose: No development at rear of the Stag - this will help to keep village safer (from traffic) 
• POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Support: Keep development to Horizon Farm it will reduce the impact of traffic through the village. 

POLICY 26 More speed signs, speed bumps,  

C57[1] 
C57[2] 
C57[3]C57[4],  
C57{5] 

• POLICY 17 (Housing – The Stag): Oppose: Opposed to building at land rear of the Stag [10 to 20 homes] unless access is onto Fore Street. Gwelmeneth Park Road not 
suitable for any further traffic onto Tremar Lane or via Market Inn junction. Lack of facilities in the village - no shop or post office, one pub up for sale and the 
hairdressers too - please keep St Cleer a village. 
Any development should be on the outskirts of the village, too congested in the centre, dangerous for school children, pedestrians, lack of footpaths in Tremar Lane. 

C58[1] 
 
 
C58[2] 

• POLICY 17 (Housing – The Stag): Oppose: Living in Gwelmeneth Park I feel worried by the increase of traffic - 20 homes in the field behind the stag will bring traffic to 
a difficult junction along Tremar Lane and onto the estate. 
POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Support: Housing development should be at Horizon Farm as the site is separate from the very congested difficult roads in the village and 
therefore will avoid making the roads more congested and dangerous 

C59[1] 
 
C59[2] 

POLICY 17 (Housing – The Stag): Oppose: Gwelmenth Park development should be of small scale, no more than 10 houses maximum. Access to the site should be via 
the Stag Car Park (the Stag is up for sale). The Stag should be part of the development and converted to housing. 

• POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Support: The main bulk of any housing development in St Cleer Parish should be at Horizon Farm. Services are already in place and the 
current situation off a derelict industrial egg farming complex is an ugly eyesore which does nothing to enhance the environment. 

C60{1] 
 
C60[2] 

• POLICY 17 (Housing – The Stag): Oppose: 10 to 20 homes rear of The Stag is not viable you will have at least 20 - probably 50 or more cars extra from this site and 
can only increase traffic flow onto to Tremar Lane and Well Lane - chaos at present and will be a lot worse. 

C61[1] 
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POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Oppose: Wrong place for elderly residents at Horizon farm site - no facilities and poor access due to road type. Whilst I except we need 
more shopping facilities to avoid trips to Liskeard and beyond the area best to provide this is the site at the old closed farm shop near to St Cleer garage - these can 
be reached by more people on foot and not require car use as with Horizon Farm . Additional housing as suggested will be added pressure on the St clear school and 
there are no doctors dental surgeries in St Cleer. Doctors in Liskeard appear to be full and no dental treatment available in the area via NHS. To build 120 additional 
homes in the Horizon site is ludicrous - poor roads, no facilities is like putting people in the wilderness not near shops are other areas like playing fields sports 
recreation etc also a large increase in traffic in an area already in need of improved roadsI it would be wrong to allow St Cleer to spread outwards to Darite or 
Liskeard. I believe the extra homes being built in Liskeard only 2 miles away is more than enough to cater for the needs of St Cleer. 

C61[2] 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): I wish to make comments on the Horizon Form site development proposals. I believe my comments have reference to the 8 Objectives in 
the consultation draft. For simplicity I refer to the site as two parts, East Horizon, where the Farm Shop is, and West Horizon. The two sites ore divided by the 
Tremar Road and present different opportunities. I understand that the two sites are owned by a large international company which has rights and responsibilities. 
Guidance and wisdom from the local community via the parish and county council is much needed to shape the use for many future generations. I wish the parish 
councilors good luck with their decisions and would like to make a few comments, which I am sure others will make with more authority or knowledge. Site road use 
and safety. We are locally and nationally in times of considerable changes to opinion. The focus on health and life style is under more scrutiny than ever before. The 
roads are shared access facilities, especially the minor roads serving local communities. Walkers, riders, cyclists, mobility scooters, cars and other vehicles should be 
able to safely use the minor local roads for accommodation, communications, access, pleasure and exercise. The last census shows an above average age group 
resident in St Cleer parish. The pressure is on us to stay in our homes and look after ourselves as we grow older but also to remain as active as possible. We are 
seeing a rise in the use of mobility scooters for those unable to walk comfortably. To this we must add the open accessibility for safe use of the roads by people of all 
ages irrespective of the chosen mode of travel. To this I include parents with prams and push chairs or with children going to school or recreation. We are expected 
to encourage the younger generation to take more exercise and need the roads to be safe for them to walk, ride, cycle. Drivers are also people who will walk, ride 
and cycle from time to time and if the roads are more friendly would do so in larger numbers and greater frequency, I am not anti-car but we are being encouraged 
to stop using our cars for short local journeys. Any parish decision on planning will inevitably have major effects on roads. A decision on Horizon Farm developments 
will greatly affect Tremar Road. Since the days of the active egg business we have grown as a local population, included a successful Farm Shop and established the 
allotments. These changes have resulted in increased multi- purpose road use and vehicle traffic on Tremar Road. There has been no significant changes to the road 
which has several single-width sections enclosed in ancient Cornish hedges (which would be a sin to lose) and the 12ft height restriction on the old granite railway 
bridge (which is protected heritage).(As an aside there are over-height lorries having to reverse nearly every day when they get to the bridge. More obvious Signage 
earlier is needed.) To encourage or allow the development on Horizon Farm, east and west, would increase vehicle traffic and increase danger to all road users 
but particularly to vulnerable road users young and old alike, Accident costs are enormous with road deaths costing over Elm. Blockage of Tremar road for a few 
hours due to an accident, which is now treated as a possible crime scene, would see chaos on the surrounding roads. Perhaps not on the scale of Gunnislake 
Bridge!Development on the east Horizon Farm Shop site would need to continue to use Tremar Road. I ask that speed restrictions are extended from Tremar to 
beyond Bakers Hill Farm and thought given to virtual pavements and traffic calming. However development of west Horizon Farm site should only be allowed if 
vehicle access is to the west and onto the St Clear to Liskeard road. This may or may not include the current industrial and commercial site.If this new access road 
were to be created the usage of the site would be much easier to plan (and build). I suggest that if this access road is not built before the development is 
commenced it will have to be built later and so building the road first would make much more sense and give much more freedom of thought to this site's future. 
There will be S106 available. Sites usage. West Horizon - I see much merit in the current proposals for mixed self build, open market and affordable housing on the 
West Horizon Farm site. Again in a period of considerable opinion change, climate/green/carbon reduction etc, such a site should be energy self-sufficient. Its open 
hill-top aspect lends it to the use of solar PV and solar heat systems and possibly wind power as it is open to all directions but especially the prevalent SW. Water 
collection and treatment has its possibilities also. Modern house building can create energy neutral housing and this site could be used as a beacon of rural, high 
tech, sustainable development. Alternatively returning to animal farming for food may be a poor solution, new sustainable plant farming techniques maybe? 
Perhaps with some eco housing to complement it East Horizon Farm - The East Horizon Farm site offers different opportunities. I would suggest that development 
of this site is "on hold" till the west site is agreed and finished. Development here can them be to complement what matures on the West site. The development 

C62 
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should split these sites into two time scales. Development and construction traffic will be a nightmare for many years anyway. Community, retail, farm shop and 
commercial development offering some employment opportunities is welcome, especially if it does not attract significant new traffic. Employment which satisfies 
local needs and skills, is well paid and all year round would be especially welcome.Holiday, tourist, seasonal development would be very detrimental to my thinking 
an "extra care" facility which may be residential care or nursing is attractive but we have seen high profile closures of these facilities across the country with 
devastating consequences for the residents. The funding mechanisms for sustainability of care and nursing seem in chaos. The whole end-of-life planning which 
affects us all eventually is in flux, under growing demand and getting worse. Have the county or country planners anything to say about the need for another hospice 
or respite facility? It maybe that an open market, age (55) restricted, local (Cornish) resident restricted, eco apartment development which is not a care or nursing 
facility is easier to organise. It would have the Farm Shop and cafe in walking distance and not create too much extra traffic especially at commute times. Plenty of 
S106 could be liberated Good luck with the NDP Since writing the above the UN has published another new report Summing up this report one commentator said, " 
the best time to have begun reducing the effects on climate change was 25 years ago, the second best time is now" Five major items were given is habitat loss, 
farming for human food and shelter over fishing, for human food using fossil fuels liberate carbon dioxide, air pollutants and warming, for human comfort polluting 
land and water with human waste and associated industrial pollution allowing invasive species including bacteria, virus, plant, and animal, by human meddling. Most 
of this is due to population growth, increasing wealth and poor understanding, education and behaviour.I am now 70 years old and can look the other way and be 
complacent if I wish but I also remember the old Friends Of The Earth slogan, "think globally act locally".The NDP Framework is to provide planning policy in Parishes 
till 2O30, 11 years to go. It was begun in 2013, 6 years ago. Time flies, The Horizon Farm changes will be significant for the parish, hopefully our children won't regret 
them. Time has already run out for bad decisions. Foresight is a wonderful thing and on that happy note I wish you well. 
OVERALL: Support: I agree with the overall Plan. 
POLICY 8 (Design in New Development) and Design Guide: I would like the Parish Council to recognise the need to conserve water and ensure that any future 
development and plans for the parish take this into proper account, and alongside this, to take the lead regarding the management and creation of ponds and other 
natural water features within the parish.  
POLICIES 13 TO 15 (Green Infrastructure and Biodiversity): Support 
Preservation and conservation of mature trees, woodland areas and Cornish hedge corridors must take precedence during any planning permissions and 
development considerations. There is no point in planting new trees and allowing mature, bio-rich habitats to be destroyed. I would like the Parish Council to 
commit to a plan for local people to form a working group to create a community forest garden and rewilding scheme.  l would like to see the Parish Council support 
the identification and acquisition of a suitable parcel of land within the parish boundary for this purpose.  
POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Support: This area has been a blot on our landscape for some time, and a waste of a brown field site. Therefore I support the plan for this 
area and welcome a commitment to biodiversity and climate change measures inherent in this development.  
POLICY 24: ( Community Sustainable Energy) I support the plan for a community energy project and emphasis on carbon footprint reduction. I would like the Parish 
Council to follow the lead of other parish councils and declare a climate emergency, and for the plan to reflect this at all levels 

C63[1] 
C63[2], 
 
 
 C63[3], [4], [5] 
 
 
 
 
C63[6] 
 
C63[7] 
 

POLICY 22 (Horizon  Farm): Oppose The development of 60 to 70 homes no land at Horizon Farm Tremar. This site is totally unsuitable for such a large development. 
By developing here you would effectively be dumping 60 to 70 families in the middle of nowhere with no facilities. The nearest pub is too fr to walk to, the school is 
too far to walk to, the bus service is almost non existence which leaves the only mode of transport to do anything or go anywhere is the car. Has anyone seriously 
had a good look at the road that runs past this site? I drive it 2 - 3 times a day, it is the most dangerous piece of road in the area. Today, Saturday 18th May 1300 hrs 
it was again closed due to yet another car accident with police and ambulance in attendance. with recent opening of Horizon Farm Shop a few pedestrians are 
walking along this road which is another accident waiting to happen. The thought of children walking out of this site onto this road on a winters morning does not 
bear thinking about. From what I read in the development plan 'roads are unlikely to be significantly upgrade'. My conclusion is that somebody will inevitably get run 
over, possibly killed. Finally the proposition of some form of economic development on the site needs more careful consideration. There are empty workshops, 
barns etc in the parish that could be used for economic development, that are empty simply because there is no need. Any economic development on this site runs 
a great risk because of its isolation of becoming a white elephant. Oh and let's put some old people in the field at the back and see how they get on. 

C64 
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• OVERALL: Support: Before making specific comments i would like to say this latest St Cleer NDP is a vast improvement on the earlier version. You have my support 
for it and I thoroughly appreciate all the hard work and diligent thinking that has produced it. 
POLICY1 (Settlement Development Boundary ) and POLICY 2 (Rural Gaps): Support subject to modification:  In policy 1.3b it says the NDP supports affordable 
housing schemes outside the village development boundary, but in Policy 2 it says that such schemes won’t be supported in rural gaps. NDP Should clarify its 
position on affordable housing in rural gaps. 

C65{1] 
 
C65[2], C65[3]. 
 
 

POLICY 17 (Housing – The Stag): Oppose: I oppose the building land r/o The Stag (10 to 20) homes. Illegal access from Gwelmeneth Park to this site, not wide enough 
for a road. Official access is across Stag car park onto fore Street. Planning permission for up to 9 houses submitted (still awaiting permission as per council website). 
Rumours of more houses in the future, not a viable access through Gwelmeneth Park and through Tremar Lane to exit village. ): Modify max number to 9 properties 
and in-keeping with existing properties, no flats, either bungalows or similar houses as on site. 
 

C66 
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Appendix D: Pre-submission consultation (Regulation 14) Consultee Comments and Reference Look-Up: Developers/Land Owners and Reference Look-Up 
 

Comment Received  & Modifications Suggested URN 

POLICIES 22 (Horizon  Farm): Oppose: This objection relates to the allocation of Site 3 - Land at Horizon Farm. In 2015 an outline application was submitted for proposed 
development at Horizon Farm.  
 
The outline application was set to provide: no.87 dwellings (incl. no.10 affordable homes), no.1 retail outlet, and a change of use of no.1 agricultural building to be used 
as up to no.40 apartments (ref: PA15/02602). This application was refused on three grounds: unsustainability; an affordable housing provision well below the 
contemporary policy, and the absence of a mechanism to secure $106 contributions (PA15/02602, decision issued: 18th March 2015). The applicant subsequently 
appealed the decision with the appeal also being refused (Ref: APP/ D0840/W/16/3142537). In terms of sustainability, the Inspector raised a list of factors that made 
development at Horizon Farm unsustainable (Paragraphs 8-28, decision issued: 15th November 2016). Three key factors were: the sites isolated location, the lack of 
suitable foot or cycle paths connecting the site to the surrounding settlements, and the substantial dependency of future occupiers on private vehicles caused by the 
lack of connectivity. The latter two are symptoms of the sites isolated location. As Horizon Farm is located in the open countryside and being 'visually and physically 
separate from Tremar [and St Cleer]', development in this location would 'result in new isolated homes in the countryside'. As such, developing the site in its current 
context would be contrary to NPPF policy (72b, 92,95, 103,108, 109 and 127) and Cornwall Local Plan policy (1, 8 and 27). 
 
Issues of deliverability must also be considered. Due to the sites previous use as a poultry farm, the cost to remediate the contamination associated with this use carries 
a heavy financial investment. Along with the cost of demolishing the remaining poultry sheds and agricultural buildings, the cost of bringing forward the Horizon Farm 
site for development is highly likely to make any community uses and affordable housing provision unviable. 
 
In the current draft of the Neighbourhood Plan it is stated that the site at Horizon Farm would deliver 60-70 dwellings (at least 25% affordable rent), 50 Extra Care 
units, and various employment opportunities. It is acknowledged that the owner and developers will need to 'provide the value' needed 'without involving levels and 
types of residential development that will make the development unsustainable' (9.7.2 Policy 22, Draft NP, April 2019). From the standpoint of viability, in light of the 
previously stated costs affecting deliverability, it is highly likely that the development of the site would necessitate the negotiation of the affordable housing provision, 
extra care units and other community assets in providing a viable scheme. 
 
Wain homes wish to endorse an alternative site to provide the 60-70 units (including at least 25% affordable housing [Policy 8, Cornwall Local Plan [CLP]) required by the 
parish at Caradon View. The site was found to be a suitable and deliverable site in the 2012~2015 and 2016 SHLAA assessments (Site S718a) and was recommended for 
approval by the Planning Officer in Wain homes' 2015 application (Ref: PA15/05975). The site controlled by Wain homes is immediately adjacent to St Cleer and provides 
easy pedestrian and cyclist connections to the site and the settlements services, thus reducing local dependency on private vehicles to access local services [Policy 1, 2,12 
and 13, CLP, Policy 26, St Cleer Draft NP]. If the development were to be allocated and developed, the finished area would blend into the established built form of St 
Cleer. The proposal has the ability to provide a local shop/café, which is supported by Country Lane Foods (the same operator of the previous local shop in St Cleer) 
[Policy 2 and 13, CLP; Policy 20, St Cleer Draft NP]; as well as the opportunity to provide accessible bungalows, which could be age restricted, to provide for elder residents 
in the parish. Wain homes also have a proven record of providing on affordable housing and $106 contributions [Policy 2 & 8, CLP]. With the additional benefits the land 
poses for providing a local shop/café and accessible bungalows on top of the 2015  recommendations for approval, the positives from developing the site significantly 
weigh against the negatives. 
 
There is nothing fixed about what Wain homes could provide for the parish. As such, housing numbers, accessible (age-restricted) homes, shop/café, and other aspects of 
the development is able to flex to the required needs of the parish. For the purposes of these representations I have used the 
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Comment Received  & Modifications Suggested URN 

70 dwelling figure as this is the amount the Draft Neighbourhood Plan has stated is required from a larger site. However, if more affordable housing is deemed to be 
required then the Wainhomes site can flex to fit this need. 
 
The company understand that in a previous application submitted in the same year as the Horizon Farm Outline Application (2015) there were objections pertaining to 
the capacity of the local primary school, vehicle traffic increasing on the surrounding roads, and the value of the land as a green field (comments attached to app Ref: 
PA15/00073/PREAPP). It was the opinion of the Planning Officer that these issues could be mitigated through securing a S106 agreement; however, the committee 
retained their view to refuse. When compared to a development coming forward at Horizon Farm the capacity of the local Primary School would be assisted more 
through a Wain homes development with the security found in a $106 contribution than the lack of a legal mechanism that was one of the reasons for Horizon Farms 
refusals. The amount of traffic would also be less impacted by a development at Caradon View than at Horizon Farm due to the dependency on private vehicles caused by 
the isolated location of the farm site. The value of the site as a green field is always a complex issue and must be debated on the balance of benefit. By providing the 
housing requirement stated in the draft Neighbourhood Plan in a sustainable location, while also providing the opportunity for St Cleer to regain a local shop and 
providing a maintained and enhanced green space, I believe that the benefits of the development go a substantial way towards balancing the benefits with the 
ecological value of the pasture land. 
 
The issues raised by Cornwall Council and the Planning Inspectorate have shown that the site at Horizon Farm would contradict a range of NPPF policy pertaining the sites 
sustainability, and the additional costs involved in bringing the site forward for development question the sites viability. In the past a previous application for the Wain 
homes site was supported by Cornwall Council but was opposed by locals. However, in light of: the comparison with Horizon Farm, the land's inclusion in multiple 
SHLAAs, the community benefits that could be provided for local residents, the land off Caradon view is a considerably more sustainable, suitable and deliverable. As it 
has been stated previously, any housing numbers and the type of housing for any future development on the Wain homes site is not fixed. Waif homes have a proven 
record, in Cornwall and the South West Region generally, of housing delivery. The deliverability of Horizon Farm is questionable therefore sufficient measures should be 
identified in order to future-proof the NP and the controlled growth of St Cleer. The company would welcome the opportunity to work alongside the parish to establish 
the requirements of residents and how these requirements can be met through development. 
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Appendix E Comments by Cornwall Council Officers and Reference Look-Up 
 

Comment Received & Modifications Suggested URN 

Local Plan Team – Community Infrastructure Levy 
The Parish of St Cleer is within CIL Charging Zone 5, and as such, housing development in the Parish will not be charged CIL.  St Cleer Parish Council is therefore not 
entitled to receive any CIL income from development in their area – this is known as the Neighbourhood Portion and is 15%, or 25% with an adopted NDP.  However, 
Cornwall Council has made the decision to pay zone 5 parishes a Neighbourhood Portion from the remaining ‘Strategic Share’ (equivalent to development being charged 
at the Zone 4 rates). 
 
Section 106 agreements will continue to be used to secure developer contributions necessary to make development acceptable. 
 
The progress of CIL development and more information can be found on the Councils website at www.cornwall.gov.uk/cil.  Any specific queries can be sent to 
cil@cornwall.gov.uk. 
 
Para 9.3.5 and Policy 10. As stated above and correctly stated in Para 9.3.5 of the NDP, St Cleer Parish Council will not receive the Neighbourhood Portion of CIL, 
although Cornwall Council will be passing on an equivalent payment from the Strategic Share.  
 
In addition to any neighbourhood style payments that are made to zone 5 areas, following a public consultation last year, it is being proposed that the rest of the 
‘strategic share’ will be made available via a bidding process, with a focus on local projects.  A funding process and application criteria for this are now being developed.  
It is unlikely that a funding round will be held until mid-2020 at the earliest. 
 
Any additional CIL money that St Cleer is able to secure from the ‘strategic share’ will need to be spent in line with the CIL Regulations – a strict interpretation of 
infrastructure and justification that the spend will support development in the area. 
 
Table 2 – Evidence Base Summary Having a list of projects that St Cleer intend to spend any CIL income on is welcomed. However, reference to Table 2 needs to be 
clearer as to which projects CIL can contribute towards.  Please refer to the Regulation 123 List which is a list of what Cornwall Council will not request S106 developer 
contributions for, and is available to view at www.cornwall.gov.uk/cil 
 

E1 

Forestry Officer response 
Firstly, The St Cleer NDP team should be commended for their thorough research of their natural landscape assets and their policies regarding 
trees/hedgerows/biodiversity. 
 
Please find brief comments and suggestions for your consideration below as well as the attached documents on tree benefits and the Neighbourhood Planning – Trees 
and  Woodland Guidance 

Policy 14 1.c. Maintain a minimum buffer of at least 15 metres in width between ancient woodland and any development boundary; Consider expanding upon this to 
ensure non-ancient woodland is protected accordingly: “Where proposed development abuts existing woodland, a 10m buffer (minimum) between residential or 
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commercial development and edge of canopy (as present at time of survey) is required.” Do you wish to also refer to Ancient and veteran trees in line with the NPPF – 
See NDP – Trees and woodland guidance. 

2.. Any replacement planting should be of a proven Cornish provenance. [See Cornwall Council Guidance]. Guidance is currently being updated. Consider that many non-
native trees and those grown elsewhere in the UK are highly appropriate for use within a development and may be sourced from other specialist UK nurseries which 
offer trees that cannot be sourced within the County. A diverse species palette is likely to be paramount in ensuring climate change and pest and disease resilience. 
From British Standard 8545-2014: There are many variables to be considered when choosing a species for any particular site. These variables relate to both the trees to 
be planted and the conditions in which they are to grow. Design demands are often paramount, but cannot be considered in isolation from all the other factors involved 
in suitable species selection. All impact on the likely success and longevity of any planting undertaken. 
 
3. Whenever a Cornish hedge is lost, and replacement is considered the necessary mitigation, approximately double the length of hedge than is lost is required to avoid a 
net loss of ecological value. Consider revising in accordance with aims and intentions of Biodiversity SPD aiming for “no net biodiversity losses”. 2 for 1 replacement of 
linear boundary features is likely to not be feasible therefore “Net gains of Cornish hedge and canopy cover” may be a more achievable outcome. 
 
4. Proposals should be accompanied by a survey that establishes the health and longevity of any affected trees or hedgerows …..Add ‘In accordance with the latest 
version of British Standards 5837’….“a management plan to demonstrate how they will be so maintained” – consider “proposals should be accompanied by a scheme 
depicting the method by which retained trees and hedges will be protected  for the duration of development.”  
 
Nick Cooper and James Gregory, Forestry Officers. Forestry@cornwall.gov.uk 
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Fire Service response 
Policy 8 - Consideration should be given to the addition of fire sprinklers in new homes for at risk group. 

E3 

Area planning team response 
The general view of the team was that whilst the document was very comprehensive, it was also a very weighty document with a large number of policies and lots of 
supporting text.  This made it somewhat difficult to read.  There was a lot of repetition within policies and we felt that the policies could be made much punchier if the 
wording was simplified and shortened and some of the policies consolidated.  We would also ask for a set of good quality plans (hard copy and digital) alongside the 
document.  We would also ask whether the layout/arrangement of policies could follow a more logical order i.e. grouping the development boundary policies, the 
housing policies and the horizon farm policies together etc., the grouping of all design policies etc. 
Comments on specific policies below: 
Policy 1 – OK no comments. 
Policy 2 – The extent of the rural gap and the AONB designations, together with the position of the settlement boundaries would rule out virtually any rural exceptions 
development across the plan area.  Is that the intention of the plan?  In part 2, the policy suggests that ‘owing to the very limited extent of the rural gaps between the 
settlements’ – yet the plan showing the rural gaps demonstrates that these designations cover very large areas.  They cannot truly be described as limited in their extent. 
Part 2 confirms that rural gaps will be subject to Policy 7 of the CLP.  What about extensions?  What about other development i.e. agricultural development?  Perhaps the 
wording should state ‘any proposals for new housing within the rural gap areas will be subject to CLP Policy 7…..’ 
 
The wording of part 3 is confusing.  With part 2 ruling out any development within the rural gap (except for Policy 7 development), part 3 then goes on to confirm 
proposals will be supported subject to…. Can the wording by made clearer – what development will be supported within rural gaps?  Perhaps wording should state ‘Any 
other development proposals coming forward within the rural gaps areas should be designed to maintain the separation…….’ 
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It is noted that the Penhale development site is included within the rural gap area yet the planning application for this is to be shortly approved subject to S106 
(PA18/02930 relates).  Should the extent of the rural gap be revised to reflect this? 
It is also noted that the gap between Lower Tremar and the Horizon Farm development is also within the rural gap.  We would question whether this area should be 
excluded from the rural gap as if the Horizon Farm development comes forward – the development of this gap has the potential to create linkages (pedestrian) with 
Lower Tremar – helping to make the development more sustainable. 
Policy 3 – this policy replicates CLP Policy 24 and the NPPF and doesn’t appear to bring anything new.  Is it therefore necessary? 
Policy 4 – can greater consideration be given to the wording ‘detrimental effect’ to reflect a more balanced consideration of the issues?  Perhaps ‘significant detrimental 
effect’. 
Policy 5 – The policy makes reference to the Council’s Environment Service.  Firstly, should this actually refer to the Council’s Historic Environment Service’ on the basis 
that the policy relates to heritage assets?  The Council’s Environment Service deal with the natural landscape which is different.  Secondly – we would question whether 
it is necessary to make reference to this service – the Council’s Historic Environment Team would be consulted on such applications anyway so perhaps the reference is 
superfluous. 
Policy 6 – Are the locally listed heritage assets shown on a map?  They don’t appear to be. 
Policy 7 – Ok no comments. 
Policy 8 – Not all applications will require a Design and Access Statement.   Also – could wording be amended to omit the requirement for applications to include a 
statement demonstrating how the St Cleer Design Guide has been taken into account?  For example – if an application were submitted without such a statement – yet 
the design of the development did accord with the Design Guide, the way the policy is worded means that the application should be refused – which wouldn’t be 
reasonable.  Perhaps just the supporting text could simply suggest that applications should be accompanied by….. 
Policy 9 – It’s not clear where this policy should apply.  It is within the zone itself or within the buffer or anywhere within the plan area? 
Policy 10 – Can’t find Table 2. 
Policy 11– Ok no comment. 
Policy 12 – Ok no comment. 
Policy 13 – Ok no comment. 
Policy 14 – Consider re-wording the policy to ‘development proposals should seek to mitigate impacts on trees, Cornish hedges or hedgerows by; a. Sympathetically 
incorporating and retaining trees, Cornish hedges and hedgerows of good arboricultural…..’ 
Also – what is the evidence for a 15 metre buffer between development boundary and ancient woodland?  Also what is meant by development boundary?  The red line 
area of an application?  The settlement boundary?  The footprint of the built development? Requirements for replacement trees to be of proven Cornish provenance 
may be difficult to enforce. Where is the Habitat Action Plan? 
Policy 15 - The policy relies on checking various documents which are already material considerations (SPD) and also British Standards.  It is really necessary? 
Policy 16 – The policy requires the inclusion of starter/later life homes and family homes where appropriate.  The meaning of ‘where appropriate’ should be defined.  
When and in what circumstances are these types of homes required? 
Part d requires development to be of a similar curtilage to adjacent existing properties.  Curtilage has a specific meaning and the word doesn’t really fit here.  Is the policy 
trying to ensure the plot sizes are similar to adjacent existing properties?  If so – wording should be amended to reflect. 
Part e requires parking for two vehicles – is this for all residential development?  What about 1 bedroomed units?  What about annexes?  What about flats?  Is it 
reasonable to require two parking spaces for a 1 bed/1 person flat? 
Part g restricts development to two storeys.  Is this necessary?  Some perhaps sloping/slip level sites might be suitable to accommodate a three storey development.  
Also – what about loft conversions/accommodation within the roof?  Policy would rule this out. 
Policy 17 – refers to paragraphs i to viii above – is this is mistake and should refer to parts a to h of Policy 16? 
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Policy 18 – the ruling out of rural exceptions development within the AONB is contrary to the policy position of the Cornwall Local Plan where Policy 23 of the CLP 
supports development within AONB provided development conserves and enhances the landscape character and natural beauty of the AONB and subject to the major 
development tests. Again policy refers to i to viii above – is this is mistake and should refer to parts a to h of Policy 16? 
Part IX of the policy requires the include of an appropriate element of 1.5 bedroom bungalow designs that allow a small ancillary room suitable for a carer or family 
member but is not considered a bedroom.  The word appropriate should be defined.  In what circumstances will such development be required and further clarity 
provided over the small ancillary room – that is not a bedroom but should be suitable for a carer/family member to stay.  When is a bedroom not a bedroom? 
Policy 19 – it’s not clear what is green about this policy/tourism development?   The wording of the policy could in theory support new build holiday accommodate sites.  
Is that the intention?  I.e. if a proposal came forward for 10 new purpose built holiday chalets in the open countryside on a site next to a river which promotes walking – 
is that acceptable/the intention of the policy? The wording of part 2 should be re-considered - at present it’s quite weak.   
Policy 20 – Ok no comments. 
Policy 21 – Part 3 should be clearer and worded to confirm that where the need cannot be met by the conversion of an existing building, ‘new build’ proposals will be 
supported…. What is meant by reasonable walking distance?  What iF the route is reasonably short, but on narrow, fast roads with no footpaths? 
Policy 22 – The way the policy is set out isn’t particularly clear.  For example, would a development need to include residential, employment and retail or could it just be 
a residential development or even just a retail development (new supermarket)  Similarly, would the residential element need to be both dwellings and an extra care 
facility or could it be one or the other? 
We would question whether this is really an appropriate location for an extra care facility.  It is not sustainable, it is not close to medical facilities and older people/carers 
would be heavily reliant on private vehicles to access doctors/hospital etc.   
The vision for the site should be clearer in respect of the intended uses/redevelopment options. 
The statement ‘an outline application be supported as a first step’ is too bold/pre-determines the application. 
Comments from a previous case officer dealing with Horizon Farm: The scheme I was involved with was seeking to redevelop both sides of the highway (Horizon Farm 
former intensive poultry farm) for a major scale housing scheme. The attached appeal decision effectively put an end to the project. This is not a suitable site for housing. 
There are no dedicated safe lit routes to Tremar and St Cleer and hourly bus services at best.  Horizon Farm would be best utilised for agriculture or horticulture or at a 
push – low scale employment operation that does not generate significant traffic movements or require footfall from the nearby villages (unless the proper pedestrian 
connections can be established. 
Policy 23 – Exceptional circumstances should be defined.   
Conditions could deal with removing turbines/solar pv and remediating the site (not S106 Agreements). 
Is part 4 really necessary?  These elements are generally already mentioned in the main body of the policy/other policies. 
Policies 24 and 25 – Can these policies by consolidated/shortened and added to Policy 23? 
Policy 26 – Concerns over the ten minute walk requirement.  E.g. a new agricultural workers dwelling situated in the open countryside, divorced from public transport 
links would not be able to comply with this policy. 
Concerns regarding the car parking requirements as mentioned above. 
Part d is worded to suggest that any existing PROWS on sites should be resurfaced to facilitate use for wheelchair users?  Is that the intention of the policy?  The Council’s 
PROW team should be consulted on this. 
Policy 27 – the wording of the policy doesn’t make sense.  It suggests development which results in the closure of public paths should project the existing rights of way 
network.  If the path requires closure because of development, it is not protecting the existing rights of way network.   
MAP 7 shows a new quiet lane.  What is meant by this – there is no reference within Policy 27 of new quiet lanes? 
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NDP OFFICER COMMENTS 
Policy 2. I agree with the first comment, and therefore this ‘rural gaps’ policy is not required because this land would fall under Policy 7 of the CLP as forming part of the 
‘open countryside.’ Exception sites are outlined in policy 9 and only accepted on sites ‘adjacent to the existing built up area of smaller towns, villages and hamlets’ and 
‘would be well related to the physical form of the settlement and appropriate in scale, character and appearance.’ 
POLICY 10 Unclear what is meant by the text in the blue box in support of Policy 10 - Where it can be demonstrated that it is not feasible to do this, the Council will seek 
to ensure all ‘allowable solutions’ or ‘biodiversity offsetting’ payments are invested in projects within the St Cleer Parish. Suggest deleting this final sentence 
Policy 11 Delete following wording “Developer contributions to off-set the impact of additional users on these facilities resulting from new residential development will 
be supported.” Not necessary and unclear as to how such payments would be calculated. 
Policy 16 COMMENTS ON THE CRITERIA 
a. This requirement is already covered by policies 23 & 24 of the CLP 
b. This is already set out in the policy text above – “that respect the setting, scale, form and character of the settlement” 
d.  See comment above 
e. Minimum parking requirement for 2 vehicles may not be required for all forms of new development – such as flats. [Suggest adding the caveat, “unless justification is 
provided which demonstrates that parking is not required.”] 
f. Does this preclude any development onto a single width road? Suggest deleting this point because ‘safe and suitable access’ is required under policy 27 of the CLP. 
g. What is the justification for limiting development proposals to two storeys? Appears overly restrictive and unnecessary as policy 12 considers the implications of scale 
and design on existing properties. 
POLICY 17 Overly prescriptive in terms of numbers which would be considered acceptable.  The process should be design led. 
POLICY 18 B Exception sites are appropriate in AONB areas as set out within policy 9 of the CLP and if in  accordance with policy 23. 
.C. This would be required to comply policy 9 anyway. 
D. Stipulating a maximum is too restrictive and might make some rural exception sites unviable. 
I. I don’t understand what this part is trying to achieve? 
POLICY 22 - HORIZON SUSTAINABLE RURAL SETTLEMENT MASTER PLAN  
Please also refer to the area team Planning Officer comments in respect of a previous planning application on this site and their consideration that this site is 
inappropriate for housing due to the lack of sustainable transport links to the main settlement area. Previous appeal decision has indicated that this site is inappropriate 
for housing.  The planning inspectors decision would be a material planning consideration in any future assessment of the site for housing. 
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